
 

10 Structured Assurance Case Terminology 
10.1 General 
This chapter presents the normative specification for the SACM Terminology Metamodel. It begins with an overview of the 
metamodel structure followed by a description of each element. 

 

Figure 10.1 - Terminology Class Diagram 

This portion of the SACM metamodel describes and defines the concepts of term, expression and an external interface to 
terminology information from others. This area of the Structured Assurance Case Metamodel also provides the starting 
foundation for formalism in the assembly of terms into expressions without mandating the formalism for those that do not 
need it. 

10.2 TerminologyElement (abstract) 
TerminologyElement is an abstract class that serves as a parent class for all SACM terminology assets (TerminologyAsset) 
and the grouping of TerminologyElements (TerminologyGroup). TerminologyElement extends Base::ArtifactElement, this 
implies that all elements in the Terminology package are artifacts. 
Superclass 
Base::ArtifactElement 
Semantics 
TerminologyElement is the base class for specifying the terminology aspects of an assurance case (AssuranceCasePackage). 
 

10.3 TerminologyPackage 
The TerminologyPackage is the container element for SACM terminology assets. 
Superclass 

10.3 TerminologyGroup
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10.3 TerminologyGroup 

TerminologyGroup can be used to associate a number of TerminologyElements to a 
common group (e.g. representing a common type or purpose, or being of interest to a 
particular stakeholder). 

Superclass  

TerminologyElement 

Associations 

terminologyElement[0..*] – an optional collection of TerminologyElements that are 
organised within the TerminologyGroup. 

Semantics  

TerminologyGroup can be used to associate a number of TerminologyElements to a 
common group (e.g. representing a common type or purpose, or being of interest to a 
particular stakeholder). The name and the description of the TerminologyGroup should 
provide the semantic for understanding the TerminologyGroup. TerminologyGroups 
serve no structural purpose in the formation of the argument network, nor are they meant 
as a structural packaging mechanism (this should be done using TerminologyPackages). 

	



 

11 SACM Argumentation Metamodel 
11.1 General 
This chapter presents the normative specification for the SACM Argumentation Package. It begins with an overview of 
the metamodel structure followed by a description of each element. 

11.2 Argumentation Class Diagram 

 

Figure 11.1 - Argumentation Package Diagram 
This portion of the SACM model describes and defines the concepts required to model structured arguments. 
Arguments are represented in SACM through explicitly representing the Claims and citation of artifacts (e.g., as 
evidence) (ArtifactReference), and the ‘links’ between these elements – e.g., how one or more Claims are asserted 
to infer another Claim, or how one or more artifacts (referenced by ArtifactReference) are asserted as providing 
evidence for a Claim (AssertedEvidence). In addition to these core elements, in SACM it is possible to provide 
additional description of the ArgumentReasoning associated with inferential and evidential relationships, represent 
counter-arguments and counter-evidence (through isCounter:Boolean), and represent how artifacts provide the 
context in which arguments should be interpreted (through AssertedContext.) 
The packaging of structured arguments into ‘modular’ argument packages is enabled through 
ArgumentPackages, an optional declaration of an interface for the package (ArgumentPackageInterface)  
that organizes a specific selection of the ArgumentElements contained within the package, and the ability to link 
(by means of an argument) two or more argument packages (through an ArgumentPackageBinding). It is 
also possible within a package to cite elements contained within other argument packages (through AssertedContext). 
The packaging of structured arguments into ‘modular’ argument packages is enabled through ArgumentPackages, an optional 
declaration of an interface for the package (ArgumentPackageInterface) that organises a specific selection of the 
ArgumentElements contained within the package, and the ability to link (by means of an argument) two or more argument 
packages (through an ArgumentPackageBinding). It is also possible within a package to cite elements contained within other 
argument packages (through ArtifactReference). 

11.3 ArgumentGroup



11.3 ArgumentGroup  

ArgumentGroup can be used to associate a number of ArgumentElements to a common 
group (e.g. representing a common type or purpose, or being of interest to a particular 
stakeholder). 

Superclass  

ArgumentationElement 

Associations 

argumentationElement:ArgumentationElement[0..*] – an optional collection of 
ArgumentationElements organised within the ArgumentGroup. 

Semantics  

ArgumentGroup can be used to associate a number of ArgumentElements to a common 
group (e.g. representing a common type or purpose, or being of interest to a particular 
stakeholder). The name and the description of the ArgumentGroup should provide the 
semantic for understanding the ArgumentGroup. ArgumentGroups serve no structural 
purpose in the formation of the argument network, nor are they meant as a structural 
packaging mechanism (this should be done using ArgumentPackages). 

	



 

and Activities /Events/Participants/ Resources/Techniques, and between Aritfacts and Activities /Events/Participants/ 
Resources/Techniques Participants can be recorded by means ArtifactAssetRelationships. 

12.2 ArtifactPackage 
ArgumentPackage is the containing element for artifacts involved in a structured assurance case. 

Superclass 
Base::ArtifactElement 
Associations 
artifactElement:Base::ArtifactElement[0..*] (composition) – a collection of ArtifactElements forming a artifact package 
in a structured assurance case. 
Semantics 

ArtifactPackages contain ArtifactElements that represent the artifact forming part of a structured assurance case. 
ArtifactPackages can also be nested.. 

12.3 ArtifactPackageBinding 
The ArtifactPackageBinding is a sub type of ArtifactPackage used to record ArtifactAssetRelationships between the 
ArtifactAssets of two or more ArtifactPackages. 

Superclass 
ArtifactPackage 
Associations 
participantPackage:ArtifactPackageInterface[2..*] 
The ArtifactPackages containing the ArtifactAssets being related together by the ArtifactPackageBinding. 
Semantics 

ArtifactPackageBindings can be used to map dependencies between the cited ArtifactAssets of two or more 
ArtifactPackages. For example, a binding could be used to record a ‘derivedFrom’ ArtifactAssetRelationship between 
the ArtifactAsset of one package to the ArtifactAsset of another. 
Contraints 
 

12.4 ArtifactPackageInterface 
ArtifactPackageInterface is a kind of ArtifactPackage that defines an interface that may be exchanged between users. A 
typical use case might be for a component supplier to provide its customers with ArtifactPackageInterfaces that contain 
the relevant supplier’s ArtifactElements for the customers’ ArtifactPackages. An ArtfefactPackage may also declare that 
it implements or conforms to a particular ArtifactPackageInterface. 
Superclass 
ArtifactPackage 
Associations 
artifactAsset: ArtifactAsset [0..*] – an optional set of ArtifactAsset elements, such as citations, artifacts, resources, 
activities, etc. 
artifactPackage: ArtifactPackage [0..*] - an optional set of contained ArtifactPackage elements, allowing for recursive 
containment. 
Semantics 
ArtifactPackageInterface enables the declaration of the elements of an ArtifactPackage that might be referred to (cited) 
in another ArtifactPackage, thus the elements can be used for assurance in the scope of the latter ArtifactPackage. 
Constraints 
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12.2 ArtifactGroup  

ArtifactGroup can be used to associate a number of ArtifactElements to a common group 
(e.g. representing a common type or purpose, or being of interest to a particular 
stakeholder). 

Superclass  

Base::ArtifactElement 

Associations 

artifactElement:ArtifactElement[0..*] – an optional collection of ArtifactElements 
organised within the ArtifactGroup. 

Semantics  

ArtifactGroup can be used to associate a number of ArtifactElements to a common group 
(e.g. representing a common type or purpose, or being of interest to a particular 
stakeholder). The name and the description of the ArtifactGroup should provide the 
semantic for understanding the ArtifactGroup. ArtifactGroups serve no structural purpose 
in the formation of the argument network, nor are they meant as a structural packaging 
mechanism (this should be done using ArtifactPackage). 

	


